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A provider of full-scale enforcement programs 
in the Latin American region, specialized in the 
online environment.

We enable customers to protect their content in any country of the
region via enforcement actions either in or out of courts, analyzing
and investigating cases, maintaining centralized investigations and
case management.



ENFORCEMENT 
FRAMEWORK

CYBERSECURITY
FRAMEWORK

Working to stop rogue agents from originating 
new threats and to mitigate damage

LE Cooperation

Governance & Leadership

Working to cure breaches and prevent 
new exploits

Security x Enforcement



LE Cooperation

Governance & Leadership

- Online Investigations
- InvestigationReports
- Field Investigations (BOG)
- Knock andTalks
- Notices
- LECapacity Building
- Litigation Support

- OngoingConversation
- Training
- PrioritizationStrategies
- LocalCulture andMO
- Technical expertise



[A BUSINESS 
CASE



Competition Outlook

Company A: OTT platform
providing acquired content
streaming through free-trial
accounts, AVOD accounts and
paid premium accounts both in
Spanish and in Portuguese.

Competition Landscape: (1) Pirate OTT
streaming services providing the same
content through AVOD (free to end-
user); (2) Legitimate OTT streaming
services providing the same or similar
content.



Piracy Landscape
(Standard Pareto Distribution) 

Online AV piracy consistently follows a 
pareto-distribution rule, meaning that 
usually a very low volume of websites 
concentrate the vast majority of visits





Focus here!Top Sites



Do your best to take 
them down together!



Closed 62% of the Top Pirate Sites in 
Multi-Country Operation in Brazil and 

Latin America

+ 161% Weekly Users
+ 177% Free Trials

+ 8MM Users
+132% of MoM Subscriptions



PRIVATE 
ENFORCEMENT[



Latin America Factors

- High rates of top-priority crimes such as drug traffic and
murder

- Lack of specialized units to deal with the problem of
prioritization

- Lowamountof experience inonline-relatedenforcement
- Legal uncertainty and novelty of online regulation (example:

BudapestConvention)
- Relative low importance to IP ingeneral
- Tendency to seepirates as niceguys trying tomakea living

Slow and 
uncertain

Public 
enforcement 
reserved for 
the worst of 

the worst



Private Enforcement as an Alternative

- Out-of-courts engagementwith illegal operators
- Focusedonmitigation rather than compensation
- Focusedonuser conversion rather that operator punishment
- Requires:

- open-source investigation techniques at its best
- field investigation at its best
- excellent legal knowledge in the country for negotiations with operators

andattorneys
- Marketing conversion techniques coupledwith enforcement
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